
Illegal stuff and a few thoughts on the internet 
 
We’ve legalised all the wrong stuff and made the good stuff illegal. Think about 
it – gambling’ll rip your house; your job; your wife; your life away from ya in 
no time: legal. Smokin’ cigarettes kills an estimated 6 million people a year 
world-wide: legal. Alcohol – responsible for 2.5 million deaths world-wide 
annually: legal. Religion, just glorified superstition, make up any bullshit you 
like ‘cos ya don’t ‘ave to prove it anyway (the Lord moves in mysterious ways) 
regularly causes wars: legal. BUT smokin’ weed, almost harmless except for a 
few skitsos; the odd guy who says ‘man’ a lot was never that smart in the first 
place and a threat to the pantries of the world: illegal. Bestiality I ‘aint never 
seen rover so happy: illegal. Who’s getting hurt there? Except maybe the chick 
with the heartbreaker tat on ‘er arse who forgot to put the leg warmers on Fido. 
 
They reckon that there’s too much porn on the Internet. Well, first of all – define 
‘too much’. Is that before or after your dick drops off? They reckon that the 
Internet is being used for porn and fuck all else but I beg to differ. I’ve learned 
a great deal from the Internet – for example, it taught me how to be 
ambidextrous – I can now wank equally well with both hands. It was borne out 
of necessity I couldn’t use the mouse with me left hand, so I opted for me mouse 
in me left hand. I watch so much porn every time I see a PC I get a hard on. I 
cum every time I see a modem and there’s a lot of ‘em about the place. And 
now they wanna censor it. That’s all we do in this country – we censor it. I mean 
don’t get me wrong, we’re not as bad as the Commies but Christ we’re gettin’ 
there. It’s okay to protect the kids from some stuff but I’m over 21 – just - and 
if I wanna wack off to someone shittin’ down from a chandelier into a cheese 
fondu whilst giving head to a shemale midget – I fucken’ will! That’s what our 
freedom is based on – the right to wack off to someone shittin’ down from a 
chandelier into a cheese fondu whilst giving head to a shemale midget, or to 
any visual of your choice. I want it written into the constitution. More about 
the constitution and the referendum in the next rant. 
 
 


